Your weekly learning-diary (als Aktivität “Journal” auf mebis realisierbar)

It is important for you to understand what works well when you learn and what difficulties you are having with some tasks and areas (e.g. grammar, how to do a task efficiently, etc.). Often it helps to write your thoughts on these topics down, because if you don't, you will forget these important questions and observations too easily.

It is likewise important for me to know more about what works well for you and where you have difficulties, open questions, etc., because only with this information can I give you individual help, the best tasks to improve your language skills, etc.

Therefore, I would like you to ask yourself the following questions at the end of each week and write down short answers to each of them in some sentences:

1. What was interesting in our English lessons for me this week?
2. What new things have I learnt this week and why was it important to learn these things?
3. What did I not understand completely and what are the reasons for this?
4. What would you need in order feel safer and more competent in English?
5. Was this work's homework helpful for me to get a better understanding of what we have learnt so far? Why/why not?
6. What made me proud this week?
7. When and why was I frustrated/disappointed in English this week and what can I/the teacher do about this?
8. For my participation in English this week I would give me the following grade: ______

Two short pieces of important information:

1. Only you and I can read your journal.
2. I would like you to keep this journal in English, because this is good for your progress in my subject. However, if you feel you really cannot answer a question in English, then by all means do so in a mixture of English/German or - as an exception - even in German.